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Dear Customer,

This is the second of a 
series of newsletters 
we plan to send to you 
with brief case 
histories, tips and 
news about CCI and 
our products.  I hope 
you will find these 
useful. 

In this issue we 
discuss SuitePacs for 
creating electronic job
packets, lightning
protection and
SuiteFactory database 
backup.  If you have 
any comments or 
suggestions please 
contact me.

Joe Lewis.

SuitePacs™ – Electronic Job Packets
Last month we presented a case history where SuiteDocs™ was used to 
quickly locate, view and print important customer documents.  This was done
by taking advantage of SuiteFactory’s built-in Search Engine and end user 
configurable Search Criteria and File Cabinet features.  This month we will 
discuss SuiteFactory’s Packet feature.  Simply stated:

“A ‘Packet’ is a set of related electronic files.”

Packets, as with individual documents, can be “stored” in “File Cabinets” and 
can be located by means of their own set of user configurable search criteria 
fields.  The packet “pages” can consist of controlled documents (those that 
were imported into SuiteFactory’s database), uncontrolled files (externally 
linked files anywhere on your network) and DNC files.  Depending upon your 
business or job you can define the packet feature in many ways.  
For example:

 A “Packet” is a set of electronic files containing all the 
information required to describe/instruct/guide/. . . a person 
in how to perform a particular task or activity such as a shop 
floor operation

o This kind of packet could contain setup sheets, tooling sheets, 
inspection/QC/QA documents and if the operation is to be 
performed on a CNC machine tool, the packet could contain the 
required DNC file or files.  The shop floor machine operator 
using packets is able to view all the information he or she 
needs and then send the DNC file to the CNC machine right 
from the Packet window.  Furthermore, packets are assigned to 
Resource Collections so that the shop floor operator can more 
easily locate those packets associated with the machines to 
which he/she has rights.  

 A “Packet” is a set of electronic files containing all the
documents describing a process recipe.

 A “Packet” is a set of files containing all the information 
pertaining to a particular case.

o This kind of packet could contain all the information pertaining 
to a legal or medical case

Your purchasing department can use them to relate all documents required 
for special items requiring unique handling and inspections.  They can be 
used by architectural and construction firms, museums and hospitals. As you 
can see the use of the “Packet” is quite versatile – its use is only limited by 
your imagination.  For more details go to 
http://www.suitefactory.com/SFManual/packets.htm



It’s That Time of Year When
Lightning Strikes

Don’t let another year go by without providing protection to your 
expensive machinery and computer systems!   Every Summer we hear 
the same story. There was a thunderstorm and now one or more pieces of 
equipment or RS-232 links simply do not work anymore or are visibly “fried.”  
Except for the rare direct strike, protection against lightning is available and 
inexpensive when compared to the cost of repairing or replacing hardware.

Lightning can cause you problems even when it seems far away.  If it strikes 
near some element of your AC power source such as the power distribution 
lines or sub-station, a surge can come right in through your main power 
panel if not protected.  If it simply strikes the ground in your neighborhood –
¼ mile or more away – a ground current can flow, causing a huge difference 
in potential between one of your CNC machine tools and the DNC computer 
or serial hub to which it is connected as it passes under your factory causing 
catastrophic damage.  

There are many devices on the market to help protect you and your 
equipment.  Surge protectors shunt excess energy to ground and they come 
in many varieties.  Opto-isolators block energy from crossing a barrier.

Lightning protection requires a multi-faceted solution:

 AC Power lightning arrestors at your main power panel.

 Surge protectors at each RS-232 and Ethernet port.

 Opto-isolators between RS-232 ports.

 Proper earth grounding at each node to be protected.  No surge 
protector can do its job if it has no proper ground into which to shunt 
the excess energy.

For a more detailed technical discussion go to our website: http://www.mes-
cci.com/lightning_protectors.htm.  

CAD/CAM Integration, Inc. can help you design a proper lightning protection 
program.  We can recommend and provide all the elements required.  Please 
call for more information.

Backing up your SuiteFactory Database
What if, in spite of taking all precautions as recommended above, the worst 
happens – lightning strikes so close that even the best of protection devices 
are overwhelmed and you lose your SuiteFactory server?  Or the hard drive 
with the SuiteFactory database just quits from old age.  If you’ve backed up 
the database you can be back up and running in minutes after hardware 
repairs are done.  

All you have to do is to restore the database from your backup, re-load and 
license SuiteFactory, start SuiteFactory runtime, point to the database 
locations and you’re there.

What to backup and how?

The simple answer is: “Backup the entire contents of the database folder.”  
Tip: To find out what that folder is and where it is located click on Help/About 
on main SuiteFactory Runtime screen.  The database path is specified on the 



bottom of the “About” screen.

The ideal way to backup the SuiteFactory database is with an automatic tape
(or other medium) backup software that is capable of saving “open” files and 
saves them every day.  An “open” file is a file that is in use.  The nature of 
a database oriented application is that the database file itself is always 
“open” when the application is running.   Therefore, unless you can guarantee 
that everyone logs out and shuts down the application every night then you 
have to have backup software that will save open files.

If getting an automatic backup system that handles “open” files is not 
feasible in your situation, you can manually backup the database by copying 
it to another computer on your network.  The only issue with copying an open 
database file is that if some transaction were occurring at the same time you 
were copying then that transaction might be lost.  For example, if someone 
were editing a file and had not saved it yet, it could be lost.  Or a file was 
being imported while you were copying the database, it could be lost.  That’s 
a miniscule problem compared with trying to reconstruct a database on a 
failed hard drive that was not backed up elsewhere.  Be disciplined – back it
up every day and you will not be sorry.  
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